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Is your service department operating as efficiently as it could be?

No matter how hard your team works, things don’t always go according to plan. There are inevitably bottlenecks that slow a service department down, 
which can lead to wasted time and customer expectations not being met. Aster working with hundreds of dealership owners, our product development 
team has identified some of the most common service department bottlenecks, and how to unblock them. 

The secret to some of the most efficient dealership service departments out there? They’ve automated the most time-consuming, headache-inducing 
parts of their service department processes.
 

Common Service Department Bottlenecks

Before diving into the different areas of your service department flow that you can automate, let’s identify some of the most common service 
bottlenecks. 

Every dealership is different, meaning every service department will have its own unique set of challenges they need to overcome. But aster talking to 
many dealerships, we’ve noticed some comments bottlenecks faced by mid-sized and multi-location dealerships. 

Some common service department bottlenecks are:

•   Back-and-forth between departments 
•   Technician availability for jobs
•   Losing track of multiple tasks and work orders on the go
•   Miscommunications with customers about when their unit will be ready
•   Double (sometimes triple) data entry
•   Parts shortages and miscommunications about parts availability
•   Waiting on signatures from customers
•   Technicians marking jobs as done when they aren’t (a.k.a. pencil whipping)
•   Collecting outstanding payments from customers 

…and a million other little things, right?

But there are ways you can unblock these bottlenecks in your service department flow, through integration and automation. 

The secret isn’t to totally change your current workflow—aster all, there are likely things that work well for your dealership. The secret is to use tools 
to enhance and accelerate your processes. Automation can be a powerful tool to do that. 
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Parts of Your Service Department Processes That You Can Automate

There are a ton of opportunities to make your service department processes faster and more efficient through automation. Here are some of the most 
common ways forward-thinking dealerships are automating their processes. 

Back-and-Forth Communication Between Team Members
and Departments

It’s hard to keep everyone on the same page within a team, let alone within your entire 
dealership—especially if you have multiple locations. Each department has its own set of priorities 
and challenges to keep them busy. But you can avoid tunnel-vision on your team by making 
information like tasks, appointments, customer details, and more readily available for everyone, 
across your dealership. 

Automate It – Rather than piecing together different processes using different sostware and tracking 
systems, you can create a seamless flow of information within your dealer management system 
(DMS). This will create one single source of truth for all requests coming in, which makes it a lot 
easier to keep everyone on the same page. 

IDS Service Mobile makes it easy to manage tasks, track time, and take photos on the go by connecting your service team
to the IDS desktop DMS. 

When your Technicians are all busy, it can be difficult to determine which team member should be assigned a job.  

That’s where having an efficient, well-maintained work schedule can be a big help. Scheduling allows you to 
control how many customers come in on a given day and when. This gives your service team the bandwidth to 
spend quality time with each customer. 

But maintaining a detailed calendar is a full-time job. Automation can help with this.  

Automate It – Integrate your department calendars to make scheduling a seamless process. For example, you 
can configure tech scheduling so that jobs are automatically assigned to whichever tech is available. Having one 
central location for your schedules also makes it easy for anyone on the team to check what is being worked on 
and by who. 

IDS integrates with your calendar to streamline work scheduling, customer appointments, etc.  

Tech Availability and Scheduling

Your sales reps can input customer details that your service department can access to gain more 
context for a work order. Meanwhile, your Service Writers and Technicians can input customer and 
work order details that will give your sales team more context for how to engage customers and 
leads in the future. 

Plus, if you use a mobile DMS app, you can also cut down the running around that your Technicians 
need to do. 



Task Tracking and Management

As your business continues to grow, you may find that relying on sticky-notes and paper to-do lists won’t 
cut it anymore. Especially when you have multiple jobs, work orders, parts orders, and more on the go.  

It’s a whole lot easier to stay on top of tasks when they’re all in one place and their details are accurate. The 
key here is to look for ways to organize your tasks so they’re accessible to everyone who needs to see 
them and to make the process of updating their details easy. 

Automate It – You can save time inputting jobs by creating canned jobs based on your team’s most 
common tasks. Then, set custom notifications for your Technicians based on triggers, like when a work 
order status has changed, or when a special parts order has been added. Color coding your work order 
statuses can also make it a lot easier for your team to find the information they need. 

Organizing your service department’s tasks and automating how tasks are tracked will make it easier for 
your Technicians to stay on top of multiple jobs—which leads to better customer service and a much 
happier service department overall. 

Communications with Customers

Communication is the foundation of any strong relationship, and the same applies to your customers. 
In 2020, many dealerships were forced to adjust how they operate, moving operations from 
in-person-first to digital-first due to the COVID-19 pandemic. But a surprising positive came from this 
challenge—many dealerships upped their communication game significantly. 

In fact, according to Don Miller, Data Consultant at Constellation Dealership Sostware, dealerships that 
maintained good communications with their customer base were the most successful in 2020. 

Customers expect you to stay in communication with them throughout the service job process. The 
problem is, many dealerships still rely on tracking the process in a spreadsheet or some other 
piecemeal system, which allows communication to fall through the cracks. 

Automate It – To ensure that your team maintains regular and ongoing communication with your 
customers throughout the service job process, you can automate emails and text messages to 
customers. These communications can be based on various triggers that will reassure customers they 
are being taken care of. 

For example, you can set automated triggers to send your customer an update on the status of their 
work order, so they’re not waiting around wondering when their unit will be available for pickup. You 
can also automate reminders for when a customer’s unit is due for servicing, to encourage repeat 
business.  

Automating your customer communications makes it easier for your team to manage ongoing 
relationships and prevent customers from slipping through the cracks. 

IDS ServiceCRM makes it easy to set up automated text messages for your customers. 
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IDS Service360 enables your team to track their tasks in one central system, so everyone knows what is being worked on and by who. 



Double Data Entry

Does your team need to flip between multiple spreadsheets, forms, and sostware? When that’s the 
case, your team can end up needing to enter the same information in multiple places, multiple 
times…or you need to have someone on staff to handle it. 

But you can save time and costs by integrating your department data and automating data entry.  

Automate It – Instead of stitching together multiple systems, have all roads lead to the same place. 
In your DMS, your data can automatically flow from your sales, service, and F&I departments right 
into your accounting system. For example, when a customer makes a payment, you can automate 
the event so that your AR account is automatically updated with the payment. 

That means less data entry and less room for errors—which means less need for a back-and-forth 
between departments. It’s a triple-win. 

Inventory Management and Special Parts Availability

Many dealerships are still using a clipboard to manage their inventory numbers. That means a lot of 
time spent manually updating information, with plenty of room for error. 

This can lead to unexpected parts shortages and miscommunications between your sales and
parts department about which parts are available, when parts will be delivered, and other 
headache-inducing situations. 

Automate It – If you have an efficient inventory management system in place, you can easily stay on 
top of inventory numbers. Plus, you will be able to keep your parts moving, while ensuring that you’re 
not over-or under-ordering certain parts. You can automate parts order recommendations based on 
demand and even seasonality—so you’re only ordering the parts you need when you need them. 

IDS allows you to set seasonal min and max ordering levels and automatic order recommendations.

Waiting on Customer Signatures

Before you can process a work order, you need a customer to sign off on it—and for that to happen, 
you need them to physically at your dealership to give their signature. 

But you can speed up that process significantly by enabling your Service Advisors to send work 
orders for approval using e-signature, directly from your DMS. That way, your customer can sign 
work orders from anywhere—even if they’re not present at your dealership.

IDS offers a suite of features for contact-less convenience including e-signatures, email AR statements, document
management, and more. 
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In IDS, data all flows seamlessly into your accounting module.

Automate It – In your DMS, you can create a flow where once a Work Order has been created, an 
automated email is sent to the customer asking for their approval using e-signature. Once the 
Work Order has been approved, it can then be automatically saved to your DMS’s digital document 
manager. That way, the customer doesn’t even have to be physically at the dealership to approve a 
Work Order. 



Collect Payments from Customers

Like waiting on customer signatures, waiting on collecting payments can really slow things down. Chasing 
a customer for money is never fun. But this is another process that you can speed up and simplify using automation. 

Automate It – Stop relying on in-person payments by upgrading to e-payments. You can email invoices to customers 
and allow them to make payments from their personal computer or mobile device, from the comfort of their homes. 
That means you can receive your payments in a fraction of the time it would take if you had to wait for a customer 
to swing by your dealership.

Plus, if you use an integrated DMS, you can link your payments to your accounting module, so your AR statements 
are automatically logged and accessible for later.

With IDS, customers can receive invoices and make secure payments from their personal devices, from anywhere. Once 
a payment is received, your AR account is automatically updated with the payment. 

Tech Time Tracking

Are you concerned that your Technicians may be marking jobs as “done” before all of the work is 
actually complete (a.k.a. “pencil whipping”)? It’s important that your Technicians are held accountable 
for what they say and do—both to help manage costs and to deliver on better customer service. 

But with so much going on at your dealership, it can be hard to stay on top of each individual employee.  

Automate It – You can make it easy for your service Technicians to clock in and out of jobs—when 
they’re done—by using a mobile app. 

Using IDS, Techs can clock in and out of jobs using their mobile device.  
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Ready to Automate Your Service Processes?
IDS Service360 equips your dealership with the tools needed to run a more efficient service department. By automating different areas 

of your service department flow, you can speed up processes, maintain more accurate data, and strengthen your customer 
relationships. Service360 integrates seamlessly with your IDS Astra G2 dealership management system to empower your team to 

work more effectively and collaboratively, helping you reduce your Repair Event Cycle Time (RECT).

Click here to learn more about Service360:  www.ids-astra.com/service360/



START

Customer sets up an appointment via phone 

Service Advisor checks the appointment schedule in your DMS

Service Advisor schedules a drop-off appointment with details about the customer, unit & complaint   

   

Customer drops off their unit at your dealership

Service Advisor creates a new Work Order in your DMS

Service Advisor checks the customer in on their mobile device using canned or custom jobs

If the customer is not present, Service Advisor sends WO for approval using e-signature from their DMS

Once the WO comes back approved, it’s automatically uploaded to your document manager

Service Advisor manages the customer’s repair event cycle 
in their DMS

Service Advisor sets up text message notifications and comms with customers

How to Optimize Your Service Department 
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Automated TaskManual Task

Service Advisor performs a 360 walk-around of the unit 

They take photos using their mobile device

WO is uploaded to document manager and automatically tagged with WO number, date & timestamp

Service Advisor adds additional notes to the WO like promise date, promise time & unit information



Parts Special
Order

Needed?

NO

After Tech performs diagnosis & determines special order parts required, 
tech initiates parts request directly from job on mobile device

Service & parts departments track special orders from
the parts request manager

Customer receives automated text updates when their
part is ordered and/or received

Tech performs the work

Tech adds labor, notes & photos to the work order

Tech’s labor is added to the WO which can be viewed in the service module of your DMS

Techs can save time by selecting from a list of pre-set causes & corrections

Customers receive automated text updates based on WO order, job, status changes and/or finalization of WO

Any 
additional

work needed
on the Work

Order?

YES Service Advisor sends Work Order
for approval by e-signature

NO

Service Advisor adds labor to the job in your DMS

They select from a list of available technicians

Technician checks their schedule and clocks in

They can opt to hide/display jobs they currently have on hold using their mobile device

YES



Job is paused until it can be finished

If service is not completed, Tech pauses a job, 
or indicates another status like holding parts 

Customer receives automated text updates about 
the status of their unit

Job 
Complete? YESNO

Tech completes job

Tech marks job as “done” from mobile device

Service Advisor marks job as completed in DMS

Customer is notified that their order is ready

Customer walks in to pick up unit

Service Advisor does a 360 walk around and shows the customer pictures of their unit on their mobile device

Service Advisor emails the invoice to the customer

The customer can sign the Work Order & make a secure payment from their personal device, anywhere

The AR account is automatically updated with the payment 

Do Warranty
Claims Need

to be Created/
Updated?

YES NO

Service Advisor reviews creates/updates
warranty claims in your DMS & MFG site

Outstanding AR owed is tracked in your DMS

When check comes, Accounting takes AR
payment against invoice created by claim

Accounting gives Service Advisor a copy of the check

The customer walks out happy!

Your DMS generates RECT reports to help you
analyze your service department’s performance


